
Self-compassion Mantra ACT Worksheet

Name Date

Think about a specific situation where you tend to be hard on yourself or experience self-
critical thoughts. Write down the situation and the thoughts or self-talk that arise. Be as 
specific as possible.

Create a self-compassionate mantra that counteracts the self-critical thoughts. This 
mantra should be kind, understanding, and supportive. It should remind you to treat 
yourself with the same kindness you would offer to a friend.

Practice mindfulness by observing your thoughts and emotions without judgment. When 
self-critical thoughts arise, take a moment to recognize them without getting caught up in 
their negativity. Describe how you will practice mindful awareness when self-critical 
thoughts arise.

Incorporate your self-compassionate mantra into your daily life. Whenever you notice self-
critical thoughts, repeat your mantra to yourself. Engage with it fully and let its comforting 
and supportive message sink in. Detail how and when you will use your self-
compassionate mantra.



Commit to treating yourself with self-compassion, especially during challenging moments. 
Understand that self-compassion is a process, and it's okay to falter at times. Write your 
commitment statement to practice self-compassion.

Regularly reflect on your experience with using the self-compassionate mantra. Note any 
shifts in your self-critical thoughts, emotional well-being, and overall perspective. Write 
about any changes or insights you've noticed since using the self-compassionate mantra.
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	Think about a specific situation where you tend to be hard on yourself or experience self critical thoughts Write down the situation and the thoughts or selftalk that arise Be as specific as possible: Situation: When I make a mistake at work or receive constructive criticism from my boss.Self-Critical Thoughts: "I'm such a failure. I can't do anything right. They're going to fire me for sure."
	Create a selfcompassionate mantra that counteracts the selfcritical thoughts This mantra should be kind understanding and supportive It should remind you to treat yourself with the same kindness you would offer to a friend: "Mistakes happen to everyone. I am still learning and growing. I deserve kindness and understanding, just like anyone else."
	Practice mindfulness by observing your thoughts and emotions without judgment When selfcritical thoughts arise take a moment to recognize them without getting caught up in their negativity Describe how you will practice mindful awareness when selfcritical thoughts arise: When I notice self-critical thoughts about my work, I'll take a deep breath and acknowledge the thoughts without judgment. I'll remind myself that these thoughts are not the absolute truth, just passing mental events.
	Incorporate your selfcompassionate mantra into your daily life Whenever you notice self critical thoughts repeat your mantra to yourself Engage with it fully and let its comforting and supportive message sink in Detail how and when you will use your self compassionate mantra: Every morning before work, I'll take a moment to center myself. If self-critical thoughts arise during the day, I'll repeat my self-compassionate mantra quietly to myself. I'll also place a sticky note with my mantra on my computer as a visual reminder.
	Commit to treating yourself with selfcompassion especially during challenging moments Understand that selfcompassion is a process and its okay to falter at times Write your commitment statement to practice selfcompassion: I commit to treating myself with kindness and understanding, especially during moments of self-criticism. I understand that this is a journey, and I'm willing to put in the effort to change my relationship with self-judgment.
	Regularly reflect on your experience with using the selfcompassionate mantra Note any shifts in your selfcritical thoughts emotional wellbeing and overall perspective Write about any changes or insights youve noticed since using the selfcompassionate mantra: Since integrating my self-compassionate mantra, I've noticed a shift in how I react to mistakes. While I still feel a bit of self-criticism, it doesn't consume me like before. I find it easier to move forward and learn from my errors. I've also been less anxious about what others think of me at work.
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